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Abstract
The retina communicates with the brain using30 parallel channels, each carried by axons
of distinct types of retinal ganglion cells. In every mammalian retina one finds so-called
"alpha" ganglion cells (αRGCs), identified by their large cell bodies, stout axons, wide and
mono-stratified dendritic fields, and high levels of neurofilament protein. In the mouse, three
αRGC types have been described based on responses to light steps: On-sustained, Off-
sustained, and Off-transient. Here we employed a transgenic mouse line that labels αRGCs
in the live retina, allowing systematic targeted recordings. We characterize the three known
types and identify a fourth, with On-transient responses. All four αRGC types share basic
aspects of visual signaling, including a large receptive field center, a weak antagonistic sur-
round, and absence of any direction selectivity. They also share a distinctive waveform of
the action potential, faster than that of other RGC types. Morphologically, they differ in the
level of dendritic stratification within the IPL, which accounts for their response properties.
Molecularly, each type has a distinct signature. A comparison across mammals suggests a
common theme, in which four large-bodied ganglion cell types split the visual signal into four
channels arranged symmetrically with respect to polarity and kinetics.
Introduction
The retina communicates visual information to the brain through the action potentials of reti-
nal ganglion cells (RGCs). This population of neurons consists of more than thirty distinct
types, each of which covers the retina to reliably encode its part of the visual message [1,2].
Among the best recognized are the so-called alpha ganglion cells (αRGCs). Although their
physiological characteristics vary from species to species (reviewed in [3]), they are recogniz-
able as a distinct morphological class by their large cell bodies, stout dendrites and axons, large
mono-stratified dendritic arbors, and high levels of neurofilament proteins [4,5]. Alpha RGCs
also share certain physiological properties, such as a short response latency and fast conducting
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axons [6–8]. Thus the αRGCs are among the first to signal a new stimulus to the brain. Fur-
thermore, the visual response of αRGCs involves a pronounced nonlinearity prior to summa-
tion over the receptive field center [9,10], owing in large part to rectification at the bipolar cell
synapse [11]. RGCs with alpha-like morphology have now been confirmed in the retinas of
over 30 mammalian species including humans [5]. This striking evolutionary conservation
suggests that they play an essential role in visual processing.
Despite the considerable attention focused on this class of ganglion cells, some basic uncer-
tainties remain. One question regards the number of types in the αRGC class. Early work on
cat retina described two structural types, distinct primarily by the level of dendritic stratifica-
tion in the inner plexiform layer [4]. These were identified with two functional types, the On-
and Off-brisk-transient cells, named for their rapid light response [7]. Further morphological
analysis in the rabbit retina suggested there may actually be four αRGC types [12], but this was
not confirmed molecularly (e.g., by neurofilament staining) or physiologically. In the mouse
retina, the consensus in the literature describes three αRGC types. Their visual responses are
Off-transient, Off-sustained, and On-sustained [13,14]. If correct, this would imply an odd
asymmetry of functional coverage, with an Off-channel that reports both transient and sus-
tained changes, and an On-channel reporting only sustained signals. We thought it important
to reexamine this claim because the mouse has become an increasingly important model ani-
mal in visual neuroscience, including an entire brain institute dedicated to understanding its
visual cortex. The mouse αRGCs project to both the superior colliculus and the core region of
the visual thalamus, and thus form a major input to central circuits for image processing [15].
Thus, there is great value in understanding the visual signals carried by this population.
One obstacle to a fuller understanding of αRGCs has been the absence of a genetic handle
on the entire population. This limits one’s ability to target them for physiological recordings or
to manipulate them prospectively. Here we used a mouse line in which αRGCs express Cre
recombinase, allowing us to label them with a fluorescent reporter [16]. We found that the
marked neurons in this line include all the previously known αRGC types. By targeted record-
ing we discovered a fourth type in this class with different visual responses. The four αRGC
types share many structural and functional features, including a distinctive waveform of the
action potential. Finally, we used morphological and mosaic criteria to provide evidence that
each of the αRGC groups constitutes an authentic cell type. A comparison of structural and
functional properties across all four types reveals a remarkable symmetry in neural coding by
this important class of ganglion cells.
Materials and methods
Mice
Both male and female mice were used, aged at approximately P21. Animals were maintained
on a 12:12 light:dark cycle and fed standard mouse chow ad libitum. The KCNG4-Cre, TYW3,
TYW7 and Thy1-STOP-YFP transgenic mouse lines were generated in our laboratory, and
have been characterized previously [16–19]. The CB2-GFP line [20,21] was obtained from the
Mutant Mouse Resource Research Center (MMRRC; https://www.mmrrc.org). Cre-positive
cells in KCNG4-Cre were visualized by crossing with one of three cre-dependent reporter
lines: Thy1-STOP-YFP line 1, RC-stop-EGFP (Ai3 [22]), or RC-stop-channelrhodopsin2-
tdtomato (Ai23 [23]); Ai3 and Ai23 were obtained from Jackson Laboratories. The expression
pattern varied somewhat depending on reporter line; the Thy1-STOP-YFP line 1 was most
restricted to the ganglion cell layer. Mice were maintained on a C57BL/6J background.
This study was carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations in the Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. The protocol was
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approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at Harvard University (proto-
col 92–19) and the California Institute of Technology (protocol 1652). All efforts were made to
minimize suffering.
Electrophysiology
Mice were dark adapted for at least 1 hour prior to euthanasia by cervical dislocation. The ret-
ina was isolated under infrared illumination into Ames medium oxygenated with 95% O2, 5%
CO2 at room temperature. A ~2–3 mm hole was cut into nitrocellulose filter paper and the
retina was mounted over this aperture with ganglion cells (RGCs) facing up and placed in a
superfusion chamber heated to 34–36 degrees C (unless noted otherwise). A two-photon
microscope was used to identify fluorescent RGCs for loose-patch recording. Electrodes (2–5
MOhm) filled with Ames medium were used to record action potentials with a Multiclamp
700B amplifier (Molecular Devices). Custom programs in IGOR (Wavemetrics Inc.) were used
for spike thresholding and analysis.
Stimulation
Light stimuli were created using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions in Matlab. A modified
Texas Instruments Lightcrafter with a custom lens system focused the stimuli onto the photo-
receptors (frame rate 60 Hz, magnification 9.1 μm/pixel). The average stimulus intensity
expressed in photoisomerizations per second for each of the three mouse photoreceptors cor-
responds to 5.7 × 103 R/s for the rod, 2.1 × 103 P/s for the M cone, and 4.8 × 103 P/s for the
S cone.
Histology
After electrophysiological experiments, some retinas were fixed in fresh 4% paraformaldehyde
in PBS at 4 degrees C for 1 hour. After fixation, the retinas were washed and incubated at 4
degrees C with primary antibodies for 4–5 days. Secondary antibody incubation at room tem-
perature for at least 2 hours preceded mounting on a glass slide with spacers, ganglion cell
side up, with Prolong Gold (Invitrogen). Whole mount images were obtained on a LSM 710
inverted NLO microscope at 20X or 40X (Zeiss). The primary antibodies used were: anti-GFP
(rabbit, Life Technologies; chick, Abcam); mouse anti-Nonphosphoneurofilament H (SMI-32,
Covance); goat anti-Osteopontin (R&D Systems); rabbit anti-Parvalbumin, rabbit anti-Calbin-
din, and mouse anti-Calretinin (all from Swant); anti-vAChT (goat, Promega; guinea pig,
Millipore); goat anti-ChAT (Millipore); mouse anti-Brn3a (Millipore); goat anti-Brn3 (raised
against Brn3b, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and mouse anti-Brn3c (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).
Dylight405-, Alexa488-, Cy3- and Alexa647-conjugated secondary antibodies were obtained
from Jackson Immunoresearch.
Results
The KCNG4-Cre mouse line labels four types of alpha retinal ganglion
cells (αRGCs)
We made use of a mouse line in which the gene for Cre recombinase was inserted into the
locus encoding a potassium channel modifier, kcng4 [17]. After crosses to a reporter line (see
Methods) double-transgenic mice expressed fluorescent protein in subsets of retinal neurons.
With all three reporters tested, nearly all of the labeled neurons in the ganglion cell layer were
RGCs with large somata and stout dendrites [16]. These features are suggestive of αRGCs [24].
In addition, these RGCs were labeled with antibodies to neurofilaments (SMI-32) and to
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osteopontin, which are markers of αRGCs [16,25]. Each of these markers labels only a small
fraction of all RGCs, yet their overlap was extensive (S1 Fig): ~77% of the YFP-positive RGCs
in KCNG4-cre;thy1-stop-YFP1 mice were SMI-positive and 92% were osteopontin-positive;
80% of the SMI-32 positive neurons and 73% of the osteopontin-positive neurons were YFP
positive. Together, these features suggest that the RGCs labeled in KCNG4-cre;thy1-stop-
YFP1 mice are primarily αRGCs.
To test that notion further we targeted single fluorescent ganglion cells for electrical record-
ing and subsequently filled them with neurobiotin to inspect their structure. Results from four
sample neurons are illustrated in Fig 1. Each cell was presented with the same visual stimulus:
a circular disk centered on the cell body flashing black and white on a gray background. Four
kinds of light response were observed: Off-sustained, with maintained firing during the dark
phase and little or no firing during the bright phase (Fig 1A); Off-transient, with a burst of
spikes at the start of the dark phase followed by rapid decay to little or no firing (Fig 1B); On-
sustained, with maintained firing during the bright phase (Fig 1C); and On-transient, with a
brief burst at the start of the bright phase (Fig 1D). The whole-mount views of these filled neu-
rons show large cell bodies and large circular dendritic trees.
Inspection of the entire population of recorded neurons revealed only these four functional
types (Fig 2). The dynamics of light responses to the flashing spot separated clearly into On-
and Off-polarity (Fig 2A). Within each polarity, one group of cells fired only briefly after the
transition, whereas the other group maintained a firing rate that decayed gently from the initial
peak to a steady level. We analyzed these features further by measuring for each neuron’s
response the peak firing rate and the exponential decay time of the subsequent decline. Scatter
plots of these response parameters showed two well-separated clusters of Off cells and another
two clusters of On cells (Fig 2B). Based on these graphs we therefore identified four functional
types: Off-s, Off-t, On-s, or On-t. These names will be used in the remainder of the report.
The first three of these αRGC types have been described in prior studies of the mouse retina
[13,14], but the On-transient type is new. This raised the concern whether it truly belongs to
the conventionally defined alpha class, or represents some quirk of expression in the KCNG4-
Cre line. To test for the classic neurofilament label, we identified On-t cells by electrical
recording from fluorescent neurons, then stained the retina using SMI-32 antibody, and iden-
tified the recorded neuron in the stained tissue. Of three On-t cells tested in this way all were
positive for SMI-32 (Fig 3A–3D). As elaborated below, the On-t cells share additional physio-
logical features with the three conventional αRGC types. Thus we conclude that the On-tran-
sient neurons in the KCNG4-Cre line are αRGCs by all the criteria that define that class.
Another concern was whether the difference between the On-t and On-s responses (Fig 2)
might somehow arise as an artifact, owing to variations in the physiological conditions of dif-
ferent retina preparations. Speaking against this interpretation is the observation of both sus-
tained and transient On-responses in the same retina and among near-neighboring αRGCs
(Fig 3E and 3F).
Structural and functional organization of the four αRGC types
We analyzed the dendritic arbors of αRGCs, both in a planar view and in depth. The inner
plexiform layer of the retina is precisely organized, and the synapses of different bipolar and
amacrine types are restricted to specific levels within the IPL [26–28]. Thus the stratification
level of a ganglion cell’s dendrites sets constraints on what signals it can receive. All of the
αRGCs we inspected were monostratified in narrow bands within the IPL (Fig 4A and 4B). As
expected, the Off types stratified in the outer portion of the IPL, and the On types in the inner
portion. Using the two bands of choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) expression as a reference,
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Fig 1. Morphology and light responses of mouse alpha retinal ganglion cells (αRGCs). A-D, Sample
neurons with whole-mount views (outer images) and responses to a flashing spot (inner plots) for the Off-
sustained (A), Off-transient (B), On-sustained (C), and On-transient (D) types. Raster graph illustrates action
potentials on repeated trials of a spot flashing on (white background) and off (gray) every 2 s. Continuous
curve is average firing rate over 10 or more trials.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g001
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we confirmed the previously reported stratification levels of the Off-s, Off-t, and On-s types
[14]. The new On-t type stratified in close proximity to the inner ChAT band, mirroring the
Off-t type located just inside the outer ChAT band. In planar view, the four αRGC types were
less distinct. They all had large dendritic fields of ~300 μm diameter (Fig 4B), with the On-t
cells slightly smaller on average. All four αRGC types had a similar total length of dendrites
(Fig 4C), and large soma diameters >15 μm (Fig 4D). For comparison, the dendritic field
diameters of other RGC types are: W3b, 130 μm; F-midi, 175 μm; J-RGC, 240 μm; BD, 260 μm
[19,29]. Thus, αRGCs are among the largest RGC types identified in mouse.
We probed the receptive fields of αRGCs using the conventional spot series method: A
small circular spot centered on the ganglion cell body was flashed on and off periodically; then
Fig 2. Light response kinetics define four physiological types of αRGCs. A: Time course of the firing
rate during flashing spot experiments (as in Fig 1), normalized to the peak rate for each cell, and sorted by
response type. Results from individual cells (faint lines) and their mean (bold). B: Scatter plot of response
parameters for all αRGCs analyzed. For each cell the time course was approximated with an exponential
decay (see inset). The abscissa shows the time constant of the decay, and the ordinate plots the ratio of final
value to peak value of the firing rate. Among 91 alpha cells recorded by this targeting method we encountered
26% Off-t, 30% Off-s, 13% On-t, and 22% On-s.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g002
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the spot size was gradually increased. The response was measured by the peak firing rate fol-
lowing the On or Off steps (Fig 5A). With increasing spot size, the response increased, reached
a maximum and then declined (Fig 5B). The spot eliciting the largest response was taken as
covering the receptive field center (Fig 5D). The size of this center region was similar for all
four αRGC types: ~200–250 μm in diameter, slightly smaller than the dendritic fields (Fig 5I).
The receptive field surround had a modest effect, producing a response suppression of ~40%
from the peak value obtained with center-only stimulation (Fig 5D and 5J). Again, the four
types were rather similar in this respect.
Fig 3. Confirmation that On-transient KCNG4-cre neurons are a separate αRGC type. A-D: On-t cells
express heavy neurofilament. A loose patch recording of a fluorescent neuron (A) revealed a transient
response of the firing rate to light steps (B). After fixation and antibody staining one can identify the same cell
based on YFP label (C) and confirm that it is strongly labeled with the neurofilament antibody SMI-32 (D). E-F:
Two fluorescent neurons in close proximity (black and green arrowheads in E) showed sustained (black) and
transient (green) response of the firing rate to a light step (F).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g003
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The dynamics of the light response were assessed by inspecting the time course of the firing
rate under a flashing spot stimulus of optimal size (Fig 5C). The response latency, from the
light step to the peak rate of firing, was very similar across the four types (Fig 5E). They also all
reached the same peak firing rate of ~250 Hz (Fig 5F). The subsequent relaxation from the
peak happened very quickly (~50 ms decay time) in all the αRGC types except for Off-s (~250
ms), which stood out clearly in this regard (Fig 5G).
Comparing the final firing rate long after the light step to the peak firing rate, there was a
dramatic difference between sustained and transient types (Fig 5H). This is unsurprising,
because that feature served to define the types in the first place (Fig 2B). However, we found a
similar difference in their baseline firing rates observed under a steady gray illumination (Fig
5K), suggesting that the sustained types receive synaptic inputs that are more tonically active
even under constant light.
We also tested for a nonlinear subunit structure within the receptive field [9], by covering
the receptive field center with a square grating that contrast-reversed periodically (Fig 6A and
6B). While making the grating progressively finer we noted the stripe width at which a
response was barely detectable. For all but the Off-s type this threshold occurred at stripes of
~30 μm width (Fig 6C). This suggests that the ganglion cell receives rectified input from bipo-
lar cells with a receptive field of ~30 μm diameter, 10 times smaller than the receptive field
Fig 4. The four αRGC types stratify their dendrites in distinct layers of the IPL. A: Stratification of the 4
neurons from Fig 1. Each histogram indicates the depth distribution of fluorescent voxels in the dendrites of
one cell relative to the two ChAT bands in the inner plexiform layer (at 0 and 12 μm depth). B: Stratification
and dendritic diameter of many αRGCs, visualized either using the KCNG4-Cre line (all types) or the W7
transgenic line (Off types). For each cell, the stratification level is the mean of the histogram computed as in
panel a. C-D: Total dendritic length (C) and soma diameter (D) for the four αRGC types; mean ± SEM (n = 7,
4, 6, 5 left to right in each bar graph).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g004
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center of the ganglion cell. However, the Off-s type behaved very differently and revealed little
nonlinear input on a scale smaller than the receptive field center. Together with the exception-
ally slow decay of its step response (Fig 5G) this suggests that the Off-s ganglion cell collects
input from a presynaptic circuitry different from the rest of the αRGC types.
Finally, we tested responses to moving spots traveling through the receptive field center
(Fig 6D). All αRGC types responded well to such a moving stimulus, and did so equally for all
Fig 5. Spatio-temporal responses of the four αRGC types. A: Responses of a sample On-s cell to flashing
spots of increasing radius (see inset color scale). Firing rate averaged over 6 repeats. B: Peak firing rate as a
function of spot size from experiments such as in panel a. Curves were normalized to the maximal rate for
each cell, then averaged over all cells of the same type. The error bars on the last data point are
representative for SEM throughout the curve. C: From the spot stimulus giving the strongest response in
panel a, one derives the latency to peak firing (L), the peak firing rate (P), the final firing rate (F) and the
exponential decay time (T), as indicated in this schematic. D: From the measurements of panel B, one defines
the baseline firing rate (B), the spot size producing the maximal rate (C) and the response to large uniform
stimuli (U), as indicated in this schematic. E-K: Response parameters of all 4 cell types. Mean ± SEM over all
cells of the same type (n = 28, 32, 8, 22 left to right in all bar graphs). Based on the measures from panels c
and d: Latency = L; Peak rate = P; Center diameter = C; Surround strength = 1-(U-B)/(P-B); Decay time = T;
Final/Peak response = (F-B)/(P-B); Baseline rate = B.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g005
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Fig 6. Nonlinear subunits and directional processing. A-C: Tests for nonlinear summation within the
receptive field. The stimulus was a 400 μm-diameter spot centered on the receptive field, filled with a stripe
grating that contrast-reversed every 1 s. For stripes of width 200 μm or less, a stripe boundary passed through
the spot center. A: A sample RGC fires a burst of spikes on every grating transition unless the stripe width
drops below a threshold, here 25 μm. B: Peak firing rate as a function of stripe width, normalized to the
response to the uniform spot (400 μm); mean ± SEM across cells of each type. C: Threshold stripe width, an
estimate of subunit size; mean ± SEM across cells of each type (n = 22, 23, 8, 20 left to right in panels B and
C). All alpha types except Off-s show nonlinear summation over subunits ~30 μm in size. D-E: Tests of
direction selectivity. D: Firing of a sample RGC in response to a 250 μm diameter spot of the preferred polarity
moving through the receptive field center at 700 μm/s in 8 directions spaced at 45˚ (different colors). E:
Direction selectivity index computed from such responses as
D ¼
X
k
Pke
iφk
X
k
Pk
.




;
where φk is the direction of motion of the k-th stimulus, and Pk is the peak firing rate evoked
by that stimulus. Mean ± SEM across cells of each type (n = 3, 3, 7, 3 left to right).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g006
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directions of motion, with no hint of direction selectivity (DSI 0.05; Fig 6E) For comparison,
the DSI of the BD, F-mini, and J-RGCs are 0.36, 0.33, and 0.28, respectively [19,29].
All four αRGC types share a distinctive action potential waveform
As a further signature of cell physiology we analyzed the waveform of the action potential
obtained from these loose-patch recordings. In general this spike waveform reflects the com-
bination of ionic conductances in the membrane as well as the geometry of the cell and its
electrical compartments [30]. We compared spikes from the four αRGC types to those of
three other genetically identified RGC types, with cell sizes ranging from small (W3 RGCs)
to medium (J-RGCs) and large (On-Off DS cells). The αRGCs had spike shapes that
appeared notably different from those of the other neurons (Fig 7A), as confirmed in a non-
parametric shape analysis (Fig 7B). Specifically the negative phase of the action potential was
considerably shorter in αRGCs (Fig 7B and 7C). Note this phase corresponds to the period of
current inflow at the soma. There was no evidence for systematic differences among the
αRGC types (Fig 7B and 7C). This suggests that they share a common membrane physiology
that supports a fast action potential and is at least quantitatively distinct from that of other
prominent RGC types.
The shared spike shape across the four αRGC types is a further indication that they belong
to the same class. As a practical application, this spike shape may serve to identify αRGCs in
extracellular recordings, much as “fast-spiking” and “regular-spiking” neurons are distin-
guished in other brain regions [30].
The four αRGC types have distinct molecular signatures
The four αRGC types described above share three molecular features that distinguish them
from most or all non-alpha cells: expression of KCNG4-cre (as judged by labeling in the
KCNG4-cre line) and high levels of osteopontin and neurofilaments [16]. On the other hand,
they each have distinct morphological and physiological features. This suggests that they are
likely to be molecularly distinct as well. To seek such distinctions, we adopted a candidate
marker approach, using osteopontin as a fiducial marker that labels αRGCs. We stained retinal
sections or whole mounts with antibodies to osteopontin plus the candidate, then focused on
markers present in some but not all the osteopontin-positive cells.
Two groups of proteins proved to be useful in this context. The first were three related tran-
scription factors, Brn3a, b, and c (Pou4F1-3), which are known to be differentially and combi-
natorially expressed by RGC subsets [34,35]. Brn3b appeared to be expressed in a majority of
αRGCs (67±5% of Opn-positive cells, mean ± SEM across 3–5 fields in 2 retinas), Brn3a was
expressed in about half (48±4%) and Brn3c was expressed in about one-quarter (25±3%) of
αRGCs (Fig 8A). The second was a set of three calcium binding proteins that are differentially
and combinatorially expressed by RGC subsets (Fig 8B): parvalbumin (PV), calbindin, and cal-
retinin [36–38]. PV was present in most αRGCs (73±4%), consistent with previous results
[36,39], calbindin was found in a minority (27±2%), and only few αRGCs were calretinin-posi-
tive (13±4%). We also found that the ON-sustained alphas stained weakly for melanopsin, as
described previously [40]. In addition, we found some osteopontin-positive RGCs that stained
more strongly for melanopsin, raising the possibility that some intrinsically photosensitive
RGCs of the M1 or M2 class are positive for KCNG4 and osteopontin. However, we did not
study these cells further.
Based on these results, we analyzed the morphology of the Brn3a-, Brn3c-, and calbindin-
positive αRGCs. We used a mouse line, Thy1-YFP-H, in which YFP is expressed in a small
set of RGCs [41]. Labeling is sufficiently sparse to permit clear visualization of dendritic
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morphology (~200 RGCs per retina [42]) and includes a wide variety of RGC types [43]. We
triple-stained whole mounts with antibodies to osteopontin, GFP (which recognizes YFP) and
the candidate, then imaged individual RGCs. This analysis demonstrated that among αRGCs,
Brn3a is present in all Off cells but is dim or absent in On cells; Brn3c is present only in Off-t
Fig 7. All αRGC types share a distinctive spike shape. A: The spike waveforms of seven ganglion cells,
each averaged over many hundreds of spikes. These are representatives of the four αRGC types and three
other identified types marked in transgenic lines: J-RGCs (J [31]), upward-coding On-Off DS cells (Hb9 [32]),
and W3-RGCs (W3 [33]). All waveforms are aligned on the point with maximum time derivative. B: Waveform
analysis of spikes from 50 RGCs of the types introduced in panel A. We computed the time derivative of each
waveform, then subjected this set to a principal components analysis, and plotted the coefficients along the
first two components (which accounted for 67% of the variance). Each point is one RGC’s waveform. Dotted
line separates the αRGCs from all other RGCs, with just one exception. Corners of the plot are marked with
the spike waveforms (width 2 ms) corresponding to those points in principal components space. C: Spike
width—defined as the time between points of minimum and maximum slope of the action potential—for cells
of the different types. Bars indicate Mean ± SEM for each cell type (n = 16, 12, 8, 18, 8, 8, 3 left to right). Two
outliers (marked with open symbols in panels B and C) were excluded from this spike width analysis.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g007
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cells, and calbindin is present only in On-s cells (Fig 8C). Thus, two of the four αRGC types
can be identified by a two-gene signature: Off-t αRGCs are OPN+Brn3c+, and On-s αRGCs
are OPN+Calbindin+. At present three genes are required to identify Off-s and On-t αRGCs:
they are OPN+Brn3a+Brn3c- and OPN+Brn3a-/dimCalbindin-, respectively.
Fig 8. Molecular distinctions among αRGCs. A, B: Retinal whole mounts were stained with antibodies to Opn (green),
plus antibodies to one of 3 POU-domain transcription factors (Brn3a, Brn3b or Brn3c; red in A) or one of 3 calcium binding
proteins (parvalbumin [PV], calbindin or calretinin; red in B). Brn3b and PV mark most αRGCs whereas Brn3a, Brn3c and
calbindin mark subsets; most αRGCs are calretinin-negative. C: Whole mounts of YFP-H retina were quadruply stained for
YFP, Opn, vAChT and the indicated marker. Cells that were Opn, YFP, and marker triple-positive were identified (green,
cyan and red, respectively in top panels) and imaged (YFP only, middle panels). Stratification of YFP-positive dendrites
was then determined with reference to that of starburst amacrines (vAChT-positive, red in bottom panels). Arrows point to
the same cell displayed in each panel. Results are representative of 7–10 cells per type from 5 mice. Scale bar = 50 μm.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g008
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Transgenic lines label subsets of αRGCs
Previous studies have reported that two transgenic mouse lines, TYW7 [19] and CB2-GFP
[21], label subsets of αRGCs. These two lines express YFP (TYW7) or GFP (CB2) under con-
trol of Thy1 and calbindin 2 (calretinin) regulatory elements, respectively, with patterns of
expression that differ from those of the endogenous gene, presumably due to effects of geno-
mic elements near the site of transgene integration [41]. We asked whether these αRGCs
were included within the types labeled by KCNG4, or whether they represented additional
populations.
Morphological and physiological analyses revealed that YFP-positive cells in the TYW7 line
were of two types, corresponding to Off-t and Off-s αRGC (Fig 9A). To determine whether
these are the same types labeled in the KCNG4-cre line, we made use of the fact that TYW7 is
a “cre-off” line in which expression of cre leads to loss of YFP (Fig 9B [19]). We crossed TYW7
mice to KCNG4-Cre and asked whether expression of YFP was extinguished. YFP expression
was attenuated in KCNG4-Cre;TYW7 retinas by postnatal day 15 (P15), shortly after cre is
activated in KCNG4-cre mice (~P12); the loss was dramatic by P25 and complete by P35 (Fig
9C). No loss of YFP was seen when KCNG4-Cre was crossed to a similarly constructed line,
TYW3, which labels a distinct subset of RGCs [19,33,44], indicating the specificity of the effect
(Fig 9D).
Huberman et al. (2008) demonstrated that the CB2-GFP line labels Off-t αRGCs. To ask
whether these cells were included among KCNG4-Cre αRGCs, we analyzed triple transgenic
mice in which KCNG4-cre-expressing cells were labeled with a red fluorescent proteins
(CB2-GFP; KCNG4-Cre; Rosa-CAG-STOP-RFP; Fig 9E). All GFP-positive neurons were also
RFP positive, demonstrating that CB2-GFP-labeled cells were also KCNG4-cre-positive (Fig
9F).
Together these results indicate that the αRGCs labeled in KCNG4-cre mice include those
labeled in TYW7 and CB2-GFP mice, consistent with our hypothesis that the KCNG4-cre line
labels all αRGCs, and that all αRGCs are osteopontin-positive.
Mosaic analysis of αRGC types
Can the groups of αRGCs we have described be subdivided further or are they natural cell
types? In the retina, neurons of a specific type are arranged in a pattern called a mosaic, with
two cells of a single type less likely to be near neighbors than they would be expected by chance
[45,46]. In contrast, cells of different types are arranged randomly with respect to each other.
Thus, mosaic spacing of the cell bodies, as assessed by density recovery profile (DRP) analysis
[33,47], provides a means of testing whether a population comprises a single type, multiple
types, or only part of a type. We therefore performed DRP analysis on the three αRGC types
for which we had unique molecular signatures, using the markers described above and the
TYW7 line. In each case, we found clear “repulsion” among the neurons with the same molec-
ular markers, indicating that they each form a unique mosaic (Fig 10). At present the On-tran-
sient type can only be identified with three coincident markers, and the resulting experimental
variation led to excessive noise in the DRP analysis.
Discussion
This study extends our understanding of αRGCs, which form perhaps the fastest pathway for
visual information to reach the brain. We showed here that αRGCs in the mouse express a
shared set of molecular markers that facilitate their targeted study (Fig 3 and [16]) and a shared
physiological feature, the shape of the action potential, that distinguishes them from other
types of ganglion cells (Fig 7). Most importantly, we show that there exist not three but four
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types of αRGCs and that they cover the space of both function and morphology in a beautifully
symmetric arrangement (Figs 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6). Finally we identify specific genetic markers that
allow for the identification of three out of four of these types (Figs 8–11).
Four αRGC types in the mouse retina
By recording from αRGCs in the KCNG4-Cre transgenic mouse line, we found that they fall
into four functional and morphological types: two On types and two Off types, with one mem-
ber of each pair producing transient and the other sustained responses (Figs 2–4). All four
Fig 9. Existing transgenic lines label subsets of αRGCs. A: Morphology and physiology of YFP-positive cells in
the TYW7 line. Structure and function were assessed as in Fig 1. The cell shapes (top: whole mount view, bottom:
vertical projection including ChAT label) and the light responses (firing rate under periodically flashing spot) identify
these as Off-s (left) and Off-t (right) αRGCs. Of n = 10 cells recorded in this line, 5 were Off-s and 5 were Off-t. B:
Use of the cre-off feature of the TYW3 and TYW7 lines: YFP is flanked by lox sites in these lines, so it is excised in
cells that also express cre. C: YFP disappears with age from retinas in the TYW7; Kcng4-cre double transgenics at
the indicated postnatal ages. Therefore the TYW7 line labels a subset of αRGCs. D: YFP persists in TYW3;
Kcng4-cre double transgenics. Therefore the TYW3 line labels a set of non-αRGCs. E: Triple transgenic strategy to
label both Kcng4-cre neurons (RFP) and CB2-GFP neurons (GFP). F: In these triple transgenics, the CB2-GFP-
positive RGCs also express Kcng4-cre and osteopontin (Opn). Therefore the CB2 line labels a subset of αRGCs.
Scale bars: (A) 20 μm, (C and D) 200 μm, (F) 20 μm.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g009
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types have narrowly stratified dendritic trees. As expected, the On types ramify in the inner
lamina of the IPL and the Off types in the outer lamina. The transient types ramify inside the
two ChAT bands, and the sustained types just outside the ChAT bands (Fig 4), reinforcing
prior observations on transient and sustained zones of the IPL [26,48]. Altogether, these four
cell types exhibit a remarkable symmetry with respect to polarity of the light responses, their
kinetics, and their morphological arrangement.
Three of these αRGC types had been observed before [13,14], but the On-transient type is
new, at least in its recognition as an αRGC. This type may have been missed because it is
Fig 10. Mosaic organization of αRGC types. Three types of αRGCs were distinguished in retinal whole
mounts by the molecular markers indicated above the top panels (see text and Fig 8 for details; asterisks
show cells of the indicated type). The TYW7 line was used instead of Brn3a to label all Off αRGCs, because of
species incompatibilities of antibodies; the Off-s αRGCs are W7 positive but Brn3c negative. For the On-t
cells, we lacked a combination of markers to label them with sufficient reliability. A density recovery profile
(DRP) analysis was then performed on each αRGC type (bottom panels; n = 3–5 retinas per type from 3
mice). The prominent dip in density at short distances is characteristic of “repulsion” between cell bodies of
the same type. Dashed line, normalized average density. Mean ± SEM across cells of each type. Scale
bar = 50 μm.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g010
Fig 11. Morphological, physiological and molecular properties distinguish four αRGC types. A
summary of morphological, physiological and molecular features for the four types of αRGCs, as reported in
Figs 2, 4 and 8–10. Dotted box indicates dim labeling. See Discussion.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0180091.g011
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somewhat less numerous and has a slightly smaller dendritic field than the On-sustained type
(Figs 2, 4B and 4C). However, broad unbiased surveys of the RGC population include cell
types that likely correspond to the On-transient αRGC. In the survey of dendritic morphology
by Su¨mbu¨l et al [28] one finds a cluster “X” with monostratified arbors just distal to the On-
ChAT band, measuring 200–250 μm in diameter. The electron-microscopic reconstructions of
Helmstaedter et al [49] also revealed a cluster “gc47-57” that ramifies at this location. These
RGCs receive direct bipolar contacts mostly from type 5 cone bipolars, known to have very
transient light responses [26], which accords well with the function of On-t cells reported here.
Another possible match, in terms of both response kinetics and stratification, is the “PV2” cell
reported by Farrow et al [36]. Finally the recent calcium imaging survey of Baden et al [50]
reports a type “G19”, described as “On transient large”, which also stains with the neurofila-
ment antibody SMI-32. We suggest that all these “orphan” RGC types correspond to the On-
transient alpha cell studied in the present report.
Aside from the obvious differences in response kinetics, the four alpha types have very
similar structure and function (Figs 4–7). Only the Off-sustained cell deviates in two ways: It
shows weak non-linear summation (Fig 6C), and its firing rate decays very slowly from the
peak (Fig 5G). It has been suggested that Off-sustained αRGCs are modulated not by changes
in excitation, but primarily via glycinergic inhibition from the On channel [14,51]. Further-
more they receive synaptic input from an unusual monopolar interneuron [52]. These differ-
ences in presynaptic circuitry may explain why the Off-sustained cell departs from other
αRGC types in kinetics and nonlinearity.
How do these new findings in the mouse relate to αRGCs in other species? The founding
reports on cat retina identified two αRGC types that carry transient signals and ramify in the
central IPL [4,8,53], much like the On-transient and Off- transient cells of the mouse. Two
additional types with large dendritic fields, called delta and epsilon cells in the cat, ramify close
to the margins of the IPL [54]. These might be candidates for correspondence with the On-sus-
tained and Off-sustained cells in the mouse. In the guinea pig, four RGC types with large cell
bodies have been reported [51], whose dendritic stratification matches exactly that described
here (compare Fig 4B here to Fig 2D of [51]). As in the mouse, they produce (from outer to
inner IPL) Off-sustained, Off-transient, On-transient, and On-sustained responses. In the rat
and the rabbit, the RGCs with large cell bodies and dendritic fields (“Class 1”) again divide
into four morphological types, that stratify at the same positions as described here for the
mouse [12,55]. Thus one is led to see a common arrangement across species, in which the
large-bodied RGCs form four types that split the visual signal into channels conveying On vs
Off and sustained vs transient signals. As we showed here, these four types belong together
also by other criteria, including molecular markers and a distinct physiological spiking signa-
ture. It will be interesting to test this extended correspondence in other mammalian species.
Molecular distinctions
Molecular analysis of αRGCs has revealed shared features that distinguish them from other
RGCs and unique features that distinguish the four αRGC types from each other. In the first
category are (a) expression of Kcng4, as inferred from activity of Cre recombinase within the
endogenous Kcng4 locus; (b) high levels of osteopontin; and (c) high levels of neurofilament
proteins, best revealed by staining with the monoclonal antibody, SMI-32. Although none of
these markers is entirely specific for αRGCs, all three are selective to varying degrees. In partic-
ular, we found that the SMI-32 antibody labeled αRGCs of all types, whereas a previous study
used it to single out On-s and Off-t cells [56]. However, a direct comparison of the underlying
micrographs (e.g. S1 Fig here and Fig 2B of [56]) shows general agreement, in that SMI-32
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labels cell bodies with a graded range of intensities, and the brightest ones may well correspond
to the On-s subset of αRGCs.
Might these shared molecular markers provide insight into the form or function of
αRGCs? Neurofilaments are cytoskeletal elements and their expression level is an essential
determinant of axonal caliber, which in turn influences conduction velocity [57,58]. Thus,
the high neurofilament content of αRGCs is likely causally related to their having the largest
caliber axons of all RGCs. Osteopontin is a phosphoprotein implicated in regulating a variety
of cellular processes, including growth and proliferation [59]. Ectopic expression of osteo-
pontin in non-alpha RGCs leads to an increase in their size, suggesting that osteopontin con-
tributes to the large size of αRGCs, although genetic studies indicate that it is not the sole
determinant [16]. Roles of Kcng4 are more elusive, but Mu¨ller et al. [60] recently demon-
strated that Kcng4 is selectively expressed by fast motoneurons (which have larger caliber
axons than slow motoneurons) and, when over-expressed, modulates action potential prop-
erties, raising the possibility that selective Kcng4 expression mediates some of the unusual
firing properties of αRGCs.
Combinatorial expression of several other genes provides a way to distinguish αRGC types
from each other. Three types have distinct expression patterns of the Pou4f (Brn3) genes: On-s
are Brn3a-Brn3b+Brn3c-, Off-s are Brn3a+Brn3b+Brn3c-, and Off-t are Brn3a+Brn3b+Brn3c+.
On-s and On-t αRGCs are distinguished by expression of calbindin, positive and negative,
respectively. Thus, combined with an alpha “family” identifier, these genes offer a relatively
simple signature that discriminates among alpha types. These markers may help in further
global analysis of these ganglion cell types, for example to examine their distribution across the
retina [29,33,56] or the arrangement of their terminals in retinorecipient structures.
Supporting information
S1 Fig. Three markers expressed in alpha ganglion cells. Retina of a KCNG4-cre;thy1-stop-
YFP1 mouse stained with antibodies for GFP (KCNG), osteopontin (Opn), and neurofilament
(SMI-32), with overlap shown in false color (KCNG Opn SMI-32). Note the strong correspon-
dence among the 3 labels. However, because each of the markers varies somewhat in strength
from cell to cell, a binary assignment to “positive” and “negative” necessarily leads to overlap
numbers less than 100%, as quoted in the text.
(TIFF)
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